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Tan course of Study pursoed in this School, embraces the ordinary branches required for Mercan

Pursuits, as well as the higher departments of Classical and Mathematical Study.
The immediate province of Education being the formation of suitable Moral and Intel1e"t w

Habits, rather than the mere memorial accumulation of facts, due attention is paid, both in the eÏWaa '

tion of the Pupils, and in the direction of their Studies, to this primary object. Of
It is deemed necessary to recommend, on all fitting occasions, the fear of God, and the 100

our neigbour, as the only safe fbundation on which learning can rest. Parents and other GuarI.

of You are respectfully invited to visit the School, as by inspecting the ordinary daily routine 'be

Classes, a better opportunity of testing the merits of the system of teaching, and the actual profici 0 0 ,

of the Pupils, is supplied, than, by stated Exhibitions, at which a correct estimate of comparative
can with difficulty be formed.

A List of References to P'arents, whose sohs have made most creditable proficiency in
Studies during their attendance tt this School, may be had on personal application.

CURRICULUM AND TUITION FEES:

ENGLIsH DEPARTMENT.

Juatàr Clau-Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic,...................................................£1
Ssior Clase-Beading, Writing, Arithmetic, Grammar, Composition, History, Geography,

and Natural Philosophy................................................................

MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT.

Geometry, Algebra, &..................... ............................

CLASSICAL DEPARTXENT. 1 10

Junior Clans-Latin,................................................... .2 .

Senior Clas-Greek, Latin and French,....................................

Private Lessons in Book-keeping, Rhetoric, Logic, Mental and Moral Philosophy. so
N. B. Pupils -belonging to the Classical or Mathematical Department, are at liberty to P

braches in the Senior English Class, without extra charge.

P FEES PATAnLÉ QUARTERLY IN ADVANCE.

Arrangements have been made for the reception of a limited number of Boarders, to who 0

attention would be paid. Terms made known on application.
Montreal, June, 1849.

SELECT SCHOOL.
ISS O'CONNOR continues to give INSTRUCTION in ENGLISH, FRENCH, and

at No. 5, St. Henry Street.
Reference kindly permitted to the Bev. Dr. BzTauxt, Bey. Mr. LAçu, By. Mr.

November, 1848.
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